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After Bruce & Laura Gunther return from their 
anniversary trip to Italy, Bruce realizes he is 
Patient Zero in bringing the Coronavirus to 

the ones he cares about most – his own family.

Suffering from all the effects of his actions, 
Bruce must come to terms with this 

devastation before it consumes him and his 
family.
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Mitesh Patel
Producer/Writer/Director

Since this film is an emotional drama about a COVID-19 survivor 
and his family who struggled to get their lives back to normal, I 
was able to cast more experienced actors to get the best 
performances.

The main challenge I faced was that we didn't have a few months 
to write the screen play, instead only a few days. The 
screenwriter was working constantly and as he completed the 
pages, we would immediately shoot the next day. The actors 
were getting their lines just a few hours before the shoot. I knew 
we had to make this film as quickly as possible before the 
conditions got worse in the USA. Just after the production was 
completed, the Arizona governor announced a shelter in place 
order.

It was a hard choice for me to make, deciding if I wanted to make 
this film due to the COVID-19 pandemic plaguing the world. But 
as a filmmaker, it is my job to tell this story and bring a positive 
message to all.

I feel it is important to tell a faith-based story since the world 
needs something up-lifting during this challenging time. The Anti-
Coronavirus film was made in only seven days with a limited 
crew, but I didn't compromise on the quality nor the story.

Since this film was made during the pandemic outbreak, the cast 
and crew followed all guidelines provided by the State of Arizona. 
We had all proper permits, the crew used gloves or were washing 
their hands with sanitizing soaps and using wipes. All equipment 
was wiped down with disinfectant and social distancing was in 
effect at all times.



Keith Lopez Harper Wasnesky Tina Marie Nigro Bali Bare Courtney Asher John Carr

CAST



Mitesh Patel graduated from S.P University (India) 
with a Bachelor in Fine Arts (Applied Arts) in 1997, 
with the highest distinction of earning the Best 
Design Award.

In 2008, Patel made his rst low budget feature lm 
"The man in the maze" which received 12 awards 
from various lm festivals and theatrical 
distribution.

It wasn’t long before Patel started acquiring lm 
rights for theatrical re-release in North America. One 
of these lms, "Delhi Safari", was shortlisted in the 
Oscar race of 2012.

Patel has directed two feature lms and has 
produced/distributed over 10 feature lms in the 
past 12 years, balancing his time between Hollywood 
and Bollywood. Today, he plans to keep creating art 
by producing one lm every year.

Mitesh Patel
Producer/Writer/Director

His rst exposure to lm was Raising Buchanan 
(2019) where his passion for lm was solidied. He 
quickly shifted his efforts towards lmmaking and 
landed many supporting roles in motion picture 
productions, commercials as well as produced and 
directed a number of music videos.

Bernie Tarin born Bernabe Tarin in Phoenix, Arizona to 
Vietnam veteran father, Kelly Tarin and mother Mary 
Tarin. During college, Bernie landed a job which grew 
to a twenty plus year career as a corporate executive 
in transportation and logistics. He is considered an 
expert in his eld but has always had a passion for 
the arts.

Since then he has been working on lms and was 
tasked to serve as director of photography for award 
winning lm Everything You Asked For (2019), First 
AC Exposure (2019) and director of photography for 
Anti Corona Virus (2020).

Bernie Tarin
Cinematographer

This opens a new phase in which Simone started to 
orchestrate his works and study every aspect of lm 
music and cinema. In December 2015 he worked on 
the score for the feature lm Badsville.

Simone Cilio is a lm composer, based in Turin, Italy. 
Before devoting himself to lm music, he played 
drums in 3 bands. Skilled in playing piano, guitar, 
drums, bass and percussions he started working on 
his rst instrumental album "Accarezza il vento". 

His score for this project was nominated for Best 
Original Score at the Maverick Movie Awards 2016. 
Now Simone composed the score for more than 100 
projects between feature lms, short lms and TV 
series which includes Mayday (starring Michael Paré 
and distributed by Lionsgate), Lockdown, The 
Penthouse, the Emmy Award winner documentary 
The Last Signal and he won 20 awards for his work.

Simone Cilio
Composer

CREW

Roger is a 25 year veteran of the lm industry, 
working in post production on features, 
documentaries, and TV movies.

Some of his feature credits as assistant editor/vfx 
editor include "To All the Boys I've Loved 2", 
"Daddy's Home 2", "Blair Witch", "Tooth Fairy", & 
"The Bachelor".

He lives in Santa Monica California with a wife and 
daughter (and a guitar that he spends too much 
time with).

He graduated from Indiana University with a 
degree in broadcast journalism.

Documentary credits include "Secrets of the 
Code", "Sci vs. Fi", & "On the Fringe".

Roger Cooper
Editor
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